
 

 

CSI: Buddy, the family pet is missing! 
 

A horrific crime has been committed and we need your help in solving the mystery. 

Crime: It was time to take Buddy out for his walk but he is nowhere to be found! 

All that the detectives can find near his kennel are: a hairbrush and a piece of chalk. 
They have been scratching their heads to figure out what happened but haven't been 
able to solve the crime yet. 

Can you put on your detective hats and figure out who might have committed the 
crime and how? You can make any story you want, as long as it gives a plausible 
explanation including all the evidence found at the crime scene.  

 
 
 

 

Opposite Day: Paintings Don’t Hang On Walls! 

 
 

It's “Opposite Day” today and we have to make the opposite come true. Can you figure 
out a way to make the opposite statement below work? 
 
Paintings hang on walls. 
 
To solve this brainteaser, you have to use the opposite statement - "Paintings do not 
hang on walls" and figure out a way where this will make sense. For example, instead 
of hanging on walls, paintings could hang on ceilings which might be useful in 
hospitals where patients have to lie down for long times.  
 
Can you figure out another way where the opposite might be useful? 
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wordORIGINals: The origin of quarantine 

 
 

Did you know the origin of the word below? 

Quarantine: from Italian quarantina giorni, which literally means "space of forty days". 
The word arose from the custom of keeping ships in isolation for forty days when 
suspected of carrying disease. 

Now that you know the historical meaning behind this, can you make your own story 
on how this word might have come in use? Remember to share your story with us 
when you are done! 

 
 
 

 

What Would Happen If... 

 
 

You are faced with a strange new situation. Well, you know it can't really happen but 
let's suspend reality for a minute and imagine how things would be different if it was 
really true. What would happen as a result of this new situation? 

Situation: What if pencils could talk? 

If this situation were to come true, what would happen as a result? Try to think of less 
obvious consequences that others would not think of. 
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High and Low: Washing Clothes 

 
 

Let's see if you can find a general and specific way to describe an activity. For 
example, suppose your activity is "Reading a book". A general (high level) description 
would be "learning new things" and a specific (low level) description would be "flipping 
pages". 

Here's a tip to figure out high and low levels - you can find the high level by asking 
yourself "why?"" and the low level by asking yourself "how?". Now that you understand 
the example, can you figure out a high and low level description for this activity? 

Activity: Washing clothes 

You can come up with more than one answer but don't forget to include both levels! 
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